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Supplementary Information
Supplementary Notes
Supplementary Note 1: Oxytocin and vasotocin processing and functions
Both oxytocin (OT) and vasotocin (VT) are derived from precursor molecules. In the brain,
these precursors are processed during the axonal transport from the synthesizing source, the
hypothalamus, to other locations6. The other locations include the pituitary, which releases
oxytocin or vasotocin into the blood system, where they act as hormones. In other parts of the
brain, they are released synaptically in response to neural activity, onto neurons containing
their receptors, acting as neurotransmitters (see review46 and references therein).
For the oxytocin gene structure, three exons give rise to a prepropeptide: the first exon
encodes the oxytocin hormone, the tripeptide processing signal (GKR), and the NH2-terminal
residues of neurophysin I; the second exon encodes the central part of neurophysin I; and the
third exon encodes the COOH-terminal region of neurophysin II. The OT prohormone
undergoes cleavage and other modifications while it is carried down the axon to terminals
located in the posterior pituitary47,48. The products of these processes, OT and neurophysin I,
are stored within neurosecretory granules until their release is elicited49.
For vasotocin, the three exons also give rise to a prepropeptide: the first exon encodes
a signal peptide, the vasotocin hormone, and the NH2-terminal region of neurophysin II; the
second exon encodes the central region of neurophysin II; and the third exon encodes the
COOH-terminal region of neurophysin II and the glycopeptide copeptin50. Once this
prepropeptide complex of vasotocin, copeptin and neurophysin II is synthesized, it is
packaged in granules for axonal transport to the posterior pituitary48.
Oxytocin and vasotocin have diverse functions, some of them conserved across some
lineages. These include oxytocin’s involvement in sexual behaviors in mammals, birds,
amphibians and invertebrates, or vasotocin’s involvement in antidiuresis in mammals, birds,
reptiles, fish and invertebrates (Supplementary Table 1). Other functions are possibly unique
to a lineage, including oxytocin’s role in ossification and sleep in mammals, or vasotocin’s
role in appetitive response in amphibians. These two ligands show also some overlapping
functions (e.g. involvement in maternal, social and sexual behaviors), which is expected,
based on their common origin12. For a full list of biological functions that the two ligands
take part in in vertebrates and invertebrates see Supplementary Table 1.
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The diverse functions of oxytocin and vasotocin depend on the synthesis sites in the
brain and several peripheral organs, the release sites into the blood or other brain regions, and
the OTR-VTRs that they bind to at these sites. The OTR-VTRs are classical 7-transmembrane
G-protein coupled receptors. When the peptides bind to these receptors, they cause a series of
signal transduction cascades with either excitatory or inhibitory actions on Ca 2+ and other
messengers and transcription of specific genes. Each receptor will have differences in their
function according to differences in their cell types and tissue of expression, and their
functional sequences. Some of the expected differences in the context of the new
nomenclature of this study are presented in Supplementary Note 10.
Supplementary Note 2: Lineage or species-specific OT-VT and OTR- VTR duplications.
a, Pale spear-nosed bat OT and VT duplications. In the pale spear-nosed bat genome, a
high-quality assembly produced by the VGP and Bat1K projects, we found the OT and VT
region duplicated twice, resulting in three OT and three VT genes. We consider these
duplications real, because single Pacbio reads, gapless contigs, and Bionano optical maps
spanned through the entire region, without any noticeable assembly errors. This could
represent bats generally, and explain the poor short-read assembly for this region in the
megabat assembly with OT appearing as an only gene in one scaffold (Supplementary Table
4a; Extended Data Fig. 1b,c).
b, Amphioxus VT and VTR duplications. Amphioxus has 3 VT genes, with two of them
located on the same scaffold (135) next to each other, and the third on a different scaffold
(480) (Supplementary Table 5). This third VT seems to have been a part of a larger segmental
duplication of at least 4 genes, whose synteny we find unaltered on scaffold 135
(Supplementary Table 5). As far as we are aware, this is the first study to report these
amphioxus-specific VT duplications, while other studies12,17 that used an earlier version of the
same assembly (v. 1.0) report only one VT gene on scaffold 135. Amphioxus has also 3 VTR
genes, with two of them located on the same scaffold (339), and a third on a separate scaffold
(97). As revealed in our exonic tree, these three VTRs branch with 100% confidence with
each other, which suggests that they are, as well, species-specific duplications or possible
false duplications due to not phasing haplotypes.
c, Sea lamprey OTR duplication. We found an additional OTR-VTR in sea lamprey that is
located on scaffold 49 (Supplementary Table 14). This receptor does not appear as a pair with
another OTR-VTR on the same scaffold, unlike the other two OTR-VTRs combinations in
lampreys. In both the exonic and the protein phylogenetic trees, this receptor branches
directly with high confidence (97% and 100% bootstrap support, respectively) with the sea
lamprey OTR-ortholog (Fig. 4a,b). It has the highest hits with the chromosomes that have the
OTR-VTR2B combination in other vertebrates (Extended Data Fig. 4a). However, it shares
synteny with 5 genes in the VTR2A territory in the rest of vertebrates, while the sea lampreyVTR2A shares 4 genes with the VTR2A region in other vertebrates (Extended Data Fig. 9). In
order to resolve this conundrum, we ran an intraspecies SynMap2 analysis between the entire
sea lamprey scaffold 49 (containing the duplicated OTR-VTR) with sea lamprey scaffolds 10
(where VTR1A-VTR2A are located) and 27 (where OTR-VTR2B are located). We found that
scaffold 49 shares more synteny with scaffold 27 (52 genes) than with scaffold 10 (11 genes)
(Extended Data Fig. 4b). This suggests that a large segment from scaffold 49 was most likely
duplicated from scaffold 27, including the OTR we found there. Pairing this syntenic result
with the phylogenetic result, we propose that this receptor is an OTR-duplication. We further
propose the name OTRa for the sea lamprey OTR-vertebrate ortholog and OTRb for the
segmentally duplicated gene (Supplementary Table 14).
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In sea lamprey, we also noted that three genes (PPM1H-MON2-USP15) that are next
to VTR1A in other vertebrate species were not found syntenic with sea lamprey VTR1A
(Supplementary Table 4c) on scaffold 10. Instead, these three genes were on sea lamprey
scaffold 22, and there was space in the alignment to human and elephant shark (GRCh38.p13
Chromosome 12: 62,935,701--63,150,942; elephant shark v6.1.3 Scaffold NW_006890068:
1812220-2000126). This is evidence for a translocation event of these genes to VTR1A’s
territory post-lamprey divergence. Alternatively, this apparent translocation and the
duplications on scaffold 49 could also be signs of miss-assemblies that could be corrected
with improved assemblies of complex genomes like the lamprey.
d, Teleost fish VTR1 and VTR2 family duplications. We identified 2 copies each of VTR1A
and VTR2C in all the teleost fish we analyzed (stickleback, platyfish, medaka, tilapia and
zebrafish); 2 copies of OTR in all of them except for the stickleback, who only had the first
copy; 2 copies of VTR2B in all of them except for the platyfish, who only had the second
copy, and zebrafish who only had the first copy; the first copy of the VTR2A was found only
in stickleback and platyfish, while the second only in zebrafish (Supplementary Tables 4b4e). We surmised that these additional copies and deletions are due to large-scale genome or
chromosome segmental duplications in teleost, followed by some losses. Based on synteny
with other vertebrate lineages, we named the copy that had the most synteny to other
vertebrates with ‘a’ and the one with less synteny with ‘b’, for example OTRa and OTRb in
zebrafish (Supplementary Table 4b).
e, Spotted gar VTR2C duplication. In spotted gar, we found an additional receptor
(Ensemble ID: ENSLOCG00000000052; GenBank ID:102698801) which was present as the
only gene in a scaffold (Scaffold AHAT01043512.1:3,326-8,973), indicating a fragmented
assembly, and so we were not able to retrieve synteny data. But the gene branched directly
(100% bootstrap support) with the spotted gar VTR2C in the ‘Gene Tree’ available for this
gene in Ensembl (ENSGT00950000182665). However, we suspect that this could be a false
haplotype duplication assembly error51, as the region is 99.9% identical to the VTR2C gene
region.
Supplementary Note 3: SynFind macrosynteny analyses
We performed SynFind21 analyses on alignments up to 100 gene macrosynteny windows
around the receptors. This macrosynteny analysis was consistent with our manual
microsynteny analyses. For example, for closely related species, the synteny around the
receptors was strongest between pairs of genes we annotated as orthologs, and not between
those we annotated as paralogs (e.g. human vs chimpanzee; Extended Data Fig. 3a-d), with
an average of 15 out of 20 genes being syntenic. For intermediate relationships, as expected,
fewer genes (7-20) in the same window size were syntenic, on one or both sides of the
receptor, but still consistent with our orthology designations (e.g. human vs chicken;
Extended Data Fig. 3e-g). For the most distant relationships, SynFind was not as sensitive in
picking up genes in synteny as our manual analyses, but the genes with the most syntenic hits
still conformed to our orthology designations (e.g. human or chicken vs fish or frog species;
Extended Data Fig. 3i-o). In cases where our manual analyses noted large segmental
deletions (e.g. chicken VTR2C region; Extended Data Fig. 3h), or local rearrangements on
one side of a receptor (e.g. in fish; Extended Data Fig. 3l-p), we noted absence of synteny for
the differential rearranged region.
Supplementary Note 4: SynMap2 findings of VTR1 and VTR2 in hagfish
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The scaffolds where the OTR-VTRs are located according to sequence identity in hagfish did
not show significant synteny difference with any scaffold/chromosome in any species
(Extended Data Fig. 4c-f; Supplementary Tables 20-29), but this was partly expected because
the reads are short and the evolutionary distance is longer. Nevertheless, when these hagfish
scaffolds were aligned against the genomes of other vertebrate species, they had the most
gene hits in chromosomes where VTR1A and VTR2A, or OTR and VTR2B were located.
Specifically, hagfish scaffold FYBX02010521.1 containing a VTR1 gene
(ENSEBUG00000001467), whose sequence clusters to VTR1A in the protein and exonic trees
(Fig. 4a,b), showed most syntenic hits with the zebrafish and the human chromosomes where
VTR1A-VTR2A are located, and sea lamprey scaffold 27 and the chicken chromosome where
OTR-VTR2B are located (Extended Data Fig. 4c,d). Hagfish scaffold FYBX02010841.1
containing a VTR2 gene (ENSEBUG00000007964), whose sequence clusters to VTR2A in the
protein and nucleotide exonic trees (Fig. 4a,b), showed synteny to only sea lamprey scaffold
10 under strict parameters (Extended Data Fig. 4e), and under less strict parameters most to
chromosomes in other species equally where VTR2A or OTR are located (Extended Data Fig.
4f; see also Supplementary Table 4f,g for more detail). These findings suggest that these two
scaffolds in hagfish have a VTR1 and a VTR2 gene respectively that may represent ancestral
chromosomes that contain the OTR-VTR2B and VTR1A-VTR2A combinations in other
vertebrates.
Supplementary Note 5: Sequence identity alone is insufficient to infer evolutionary
history
To obtain further clarity on the homologies between the OTR-VTRs sequences, we aligned all
OTR-VTRs of several species against each other using BLASTn (Supplementary Table 12).
Orthologous genes defined by synteny were not always the ones with the highest max scores
or identities defined by BLASTn. For example, human OTR defined by synteny was returned
with highest identity to chicken OTR (78%) and frog VTR1B (82%), not frog OTR (71%). Sea
lamprey OTR had higher BLASTn-defined identities to the other receptors other than OTR in
other species (Supplementary Table 12). We also tested whether an intron-exon alignment
between putative segmentally duplicated genes (like VTR1B and VTR2A) against the rest of
the receptors would reveal ancestry, but the identities and max scores were too similar to
resolve such questions (Extended Data Fig. 7). These findings further illustrate that BLASTndefined sequence identity alone is not sufficient to infer the evolutionary history of some
genes, where synteny and phylogenetic analyses of sequence alignments more clearly reveal
them. We believe the main issue is that BLAST searches return results for part of the
sequence in the alignment, whereas synteny and phylogenetic RAXML analyses uses the
entire sequence. This means that although part of a sequence of two paralogous genes may be
more identical than their homologs, the entire sequence of the paralogs are not.
Supplementary Note 6: lncRNA synteny reveals divergences after duplications
Conserved microRNAs and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have been used to help infer
the evolutionary history of adjacent protein coding genes13. We searched for microRNAs in
the territory of the OTR-VTRs and identified two: mir-let-7i and mir-718. Mir-let-7i was
found next to PPM1H (which, in turn, is next to VTR1A), which we found conserved from
human to the elephant shark (Supplementary Table 10). The presence of this microRNA
brings further evidence for our proposed orthology of VTR1A in these species
(Supplementary Table 4c). Mir-718 is located some genes away from VTR2C and is
conserved only in some mammalian species, hence it could not help us resolve the
evolutionary
history
of
this
gene
(http://people.csail.mit.edu/akiezun/microRNAviewer/all_mir-718-align.html).
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We also searched for lncRNAs next to OTR-VTRs across species, but did not find any
conserved ones. This may not be surprising, since lncRNAs evolve rapidly, with >70% of
lncRNAs having no sequence-similar orthologs in species separated by >50 million years of
evolutionary divergence52. Less than 100 lncRNAs have been traced to the last common
ancestor of tetrapods and teleost fish52. However, we did find lncRNAs adjacent to some
OTR-VTRs within species. Sequence identities were high (67-93%) between almost all
lncRNAs flanking human and lamprey OTR-VTRs (Extended Data Fig. 6a,b), rendering it
impossible to gain insight on the evolution of these genes. What this suggests instead is that
these lncRNAs in lamprey could stem back to a single lncRNA next to the putative VTR
progenitor gene.
Supplementary Note 7: Differences in exon and amino acid phylogenetic trees
In the exon nucleotide tree (Fig. 4a) the sea lamprey VTR2A and VTR2B, and the hagfish
VTR2, clustered as outgroups of the VTR2A/B clade, while in the protein tree (Fig. 4b) they
branched as outgroups of the teleost-VTR2A sequences, and the spotted gar and tetrapodVTR2A sequences, respectively. In the nucleotide tree (Fig. 4a), sea lamprey VTR1A, OTRa
and OTRb and hagfish VTR1 clustered as outgroups of the VTR1A/B/OTR clade, whereas in
the protein tree (Fig. 4b), sea lamprey VTR1A and hagfish putative VTR1 clustered as an
outgroup to VTR1A/B of other vertebrates, and lamprey OTRa and OTRb as an outgroup of
the OTR clade. In both trees, lamprey OTRa and OTRb clustered together with strong
bootstrap support, indicating they are the result of a duplication. These results agree with our
exon and intron BLASTn alignments, where we found that the first exon of hagfish putative
VTR2 matched the full sequence region of the first exon of lamprey VTR2A (75%), while the
second exon of hagfish VTR1 matched the second exon of lamprey VTR1A (67%).
Supplementary Note 8: Differences between our and other published hypotheses
Both our proposed hypothesis of the receptor gene family evolution (Fig. 5) differ from what
has been proposed in previous studies9,10. Even though Mayasich and Clarke10 put forward a
1R of WGD plus segmental duplications scenario, they were not able to label each OTR-VTR
they had identified in the sea lamprey somatic genome as specifically OTR or VTR1A
(translated to terminology of the current study); labels were left ambiguous (e.g.
“OXTR/V1A/B”). This is because a 1:1 correspondence of orthologs is very difficult draw at
this level of evolution, due to whole-genome and whole-chromosome duplications13. Despite
these difficulties, we managed to obtain higher resolution of orthology through our
microsynteny and SynMap2 analysis at a chromosomal/scaffold level and higher quality
genome assemblies. According to this analysis, sea lamprey scaffolds 27 and 10 share
significant synteny with other species’ chromosomes where OTR with VTR2B and VTR1A
with VTR2A reside, respectively.
According to the 2R of WGD scenario, Lagman and colleagues9 and Mayasich and
10
Clarke proposed that they occurred in the cyclostome ancestor. Mayasich and Clarke10
specifically note that VTR1B and VTR2C (terminology of the current study) had evolved
already in the cyclostome ancestor and were deleted in the sea lamprey. In our analysis of the
germline sea lamprey genome, we did not find evidence for either VTR1B or VTR2C being
lost. Furthermore, different recent analyses have revealed that there was 1R of WGD that
most likely occurred in the lamprey/cyclostome ancestor, not 2R 11,35. So according to our
proposal, VTR1B and VTR2C appeared post lampreys/cyclostomes divergence. Lastly,
unlike10, we do not believe that a lamprey-specific 3R of WGD gave rise to what we
designate as OTRb on lamprey scaffold 49, because our synteny and phylogenetic data
suggest this gene was a segmental duplication of OTRa on scaffold 27.
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In terms of the number of mutations events for each hypothesis for the receptor family
evolution, based on35 a 1R-WGD scenario would require 6 steps: 1 step for the 1R-WGD; 2
steps for the 2 segmental duplications that gave rise to VTR1B and VTR2C; 2 steps for the
independent fission of the VTR1A-VTR2A-containing chromosomes in mammals and teleost
fish; and a last step for the fission of the OTR-VTR2B-containing chromosomes in tetrapods.
A 2R-WGD scenario would require ~9 steps: 2 steps for the 2R-WGD; 2 additional steps for
the hypothetical ‘VTR1C’ and ‘VTR2D’ deletions; preceded or followed by another 2 steps of
translocations/fissions/deletions of their larger chromosomal regions; 2 steps for the
independent fission of the VTR1A-VTR2A-containing chromosomes in mammals and teleost
fish; and a last step for the fission of the OTR-VTR2B-containing chromosomes in tetrapods.
Supplementary Note 9: Our analysis supports hypothesized fusions and fissions in
vertebrate genome evolution
The inclusion of 35 vertebrate genomes in our study was crucial for our understanding of the
chromosomal fusions and fissions in vertebrate evolution for the chromosomes where OTRVTRs are located. Our finding that VTR1A and VTR2A are on the same chromosome/scaffold
in all vertebrate species except teleost fish and mammals, concurs with reconstructions of
putative ancestral tetrapod chromosomes25 and of putative pre-teleost duplicatedchromosomes23, where the chromosomes where VTR1A and VTR2A are located date back to a
single putative ancestral chromosome. This would mean that in the bony fish-ancestor, this
chromosome was likely subjected to fissions independently in teleost fish and in mammals.
Considering this, we can hypothesize and expect that when the coelacanth and hagfish
genomes will be assembled at a chromosome-level, the scaffolds where we find VTR1A (or
VTR1) and VTR2A (or VTR2) will also belong to the same chromosome. For the fission in
mammals, we noted that most species’ chromosome break near the lost VTR2A is directly
adjacent to the centromere of this chromosome (Supplementary Table 4c; Column H), where
syntenic CNTN1 is located. In the same vein, in mammals and birds, the chromosomal break
near the lost VTR2B is adjacent to the telomere of that respective chromosome
(Supplementary Table 4b; Column I), where the syntenic paralogous CNTN4 and CNTN6
genes are located. Centromere and telomeres are known hotspots of recombination and other
chromosome rearrangements53,54.
Supplementary Note 10. Proposed distinctions of oxytocin and vasotocin receptors
With a revised nomenclature and more complete understanding of the relationships of the
OTR-VTRs, it becomes possible to more readily compare differences in their functions,
according to sequence differences and known functional studies. Most functional studies have
been conducted in rodents and humans, and thus, the two receptors that do not exist in
mammals are less characterized. Nevertheless, there is sufficient information to infer
functional differences.
To compare the gene expression patterns of the OTR-VTRs, we searched the NCBI
page of each receptor in human (OTR, VTR1A, VTR1B, VTR2C) in the ‘Expression’ category
(‘RNA sequencing of total RNA from 20 humans’). For the receptors not present in human,
we only found broad gene expression data for chicken VTR2A in the EBI Gene expression
atlas (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home)55,56, but not for VTR2B. The brain contained among
the highest levels for 4 of the 5 receptors assessed (OTR, VTR1B, VTR2A, and VTR2C;
Supplementary Table 31). VTR1B was highest in the adrenal gland. There were no consistent
differences between the VTR1 and VTR2 subfamilies that we could recognize.
In terms of signaling, the activity of all OTR-VTRs, except VTR2C, is mediated by
Gq/11 proteins which activate a phosphatidylinositol-calcium second messenger system (Ca2+),
whereas the activity of VTR2C is mediated by Gs proteins that activate adenylate cyclase
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(cAMP)47,57,58. OTR has been shown to also couple to Gi proteins59 (Supplementary Table
31).
We sought to identify amino acid changes that might underlie these gene expression
and signaling differences by comparing MAFFT alignments of the OTR-VTRs of the bestquality assemblies available (human for OTR, VTR1A, VTR1B, VTR2C; zebra finch for
VTR2A; and clingfish for VTR2B) (Extended Data Fig. 10; functional annotation based on47).
We found that the NH2-terminal extracellular domain that binds to OT and VT, and the
COOH-terminal domain that has the G-protein coupled binding part of the proteins were the
most varied across receptors. This means that binding of OT and VT on the outside of the cell,
and intracellular signaling through different G-proteins on the inside of the cell will likely be
the most varied functions across receptors. In contrast, once OT or VT binds to the NH2terminal, 6 of the 7 amino acid polar residues (Extended Data Fig. 10; amino acids marked
with an ‘*’), where OT or VT interact, were conserved across all receptors. The intracellular
loops (IT) were less conserved than the extracellular loops, of which the latter interact with
OT and VT. The 7 transmembrane domains (TM1-TM7) were the most conserved either in
sequence or amino acid type across the receptor family.
We additionally identified sites that distinguish the VTR1 from the VTR2 subfamilies
(Extended Data Fig. 10; amino acids marked with an ‘#’): These included differences in the
TM3, TM4, and TM5, with site 177 of the alignment in TM4 being a proline (P) in the
VTR2s, which would make an important folding difference, since prolines have the largest
effect on folding kinetics60. Other site differences in the 1st extracellular loop (site 121) and
right before the G-protein (site 371) could indicate that there may be a difference in how
these two receptor subfamilies bind to OT and VT, and how they signal inside the cell
(Supplementary Table 31; ‘Signaling differences’).
Overall, the sequence differences we identified in these two subfamilies support our
phylogenetic tree findings on two progenitor VTR1 and VTR2, from where OTR, VTR1A,
VTR1B and VTR2A, VTR2B, VTR2C expanded, respectively. The differential signaling of
only VTR2C lends credence to our finding that this gene has been by itself the most recent
segmental duplication.
Supplementary Tables

Old nomenclature
Oxytocin, Neurophysin,
Mesotocin, Isotocin, Glumitocin,
Valitocin, Aspargtocin

Universal Vertebrate Revision
Oxytocin (OT)

Functions
Mammals: drinking61, eating61,
female pregnancy62, grooming63,
heart development,64 lactation 65,
mating66,67, aggression68,
memory69, blood pressure
regulation70, ossification71, uterine
contractions72, digestive system
regulation73, pain perception74,
estradiol response75, sleep26, social
behavior76, sperm ejaculation77,
sensory perception78
Birds: pair bonding79, social
behavior80, locomotion81, food
intake81, aggression82
Reptiles: nesting behavior 83, egglaying83
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Amphibians: reproductive
behavior84
Coelacanths: Fish: social vocalizations85,86,
social behavior 87, nocifensive
behavior88
Sharks: probably osmoregulation
(based on gene expression in
kidney, rectal gland and
intestine)12

Arginine Vasopressin,
Neurophysin II,
Lysine vasopressin,
Phenypresin,
Vasotocin

Vasotocin (VT)

Lampreys/Hagfishes: Mammals: apoptosis regulation 92,
locomotion93, maternal behavior 94,
grooming94, arterial blood
pressure regulation 95,
vasoconstriction regulation 96,
antidiuresis97, thermoregulation98,
social behavior 99, memory100, pairbonding101
Birds: antidiuresis102, sexual
behavior103, singing104,105, social
behavior106
Reptiles: antidiuresis107, social
rank108, nesting109, oviposition 110,
parturition111
Amphibians: vocalizations112,
egg-laying113, sexual behaviour 114,
appetitive response115
Coelacanths: Fish: courtship116, aggression 117,
vocalization86, social behaviour118,
seasonal changes119, circadian
rhythm120, blood pressure121,
antidiuresis122
Sharks: probably ovulation and
parturition (based on gene
expression in the ovary)12
Lampreys/Hagfishes:
pherormone release regulation123,
carbohydrate metabolism124
Invertebrates: diuretic signaling
pathway125,126, osmoregulation 89,
egg-laying89, long-term memory90,
reproduction91, carbohydrate
metabolism91

Supplementary Table 1: Main biological functions of OT and VT genes in vertebrates and VT
homolog in invertebrates. First column: old nomenclature for OT and VT genes in different lineages.
Second column: our revised universal vertebrate nomenclature. Third column: major biological
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functions of OT and VT in each lineage. For the mammalian functions, we reviewed the processes
included in the ‘Gene ontology’ category of the OT in humans and rodents. For the remaining
lineages, we performed a Pubmed and Google Scholar literature review. For invertebrates, we have
added all the functions we found for the plausible VT homolog. Color shading, terms that fall under
the same general biological function (e.g. purple for ‘sexual behavior’ processes: courtship, pairbonding, grooming, sperm ejaculation, reproductive behavior, sexual behavior etc.; light green for
‘mothering’ processes: female pregnancy, uterine contractions, egg-laying, nesting etc).

For Supplementary Tables 2-30, see ‘Supplementary Tables 2-30_Theofanopoulou et al.’
excel file.
Receptor

Expression Differences

VTR1A

Organism
Characterized
Vertebrates

OTR

Vertebrates

skeletal muscle, brain, prostate, trachea, uterus

VTR1B

Mammals/Birds

kidney, small intestine, uterus, brain

VTR2A

Birds/Reptiles

brain, colon, testis

VTR2B
VTR2C

Fish
Mammals/Fish

no data available
brain, thymus, heart, lung

adrenal, thyroid, uterus, liver

Signaling
Differences
Gq/11 proteins
DAG/IP3/Ca2+
Gq/11/Gi proteins
DAG/IP3/Ca2+
Gq/11 proteins
DAG/IP3/Ca2+
Gq/11 proteins
DAG/IP3/Ca2+
no data available
Gs proteins
cAMP

Supplementary Table 31: Gene expression and signaling differences of OTR-VTRs in the organisms
where they have been characterized. For gene expression patterns, data on the OTR, VTR1A, VTR1B
and VTR2C come from each gene’s NCBI page on human (‘Expression’ category -‘RNA sequencing
of total RNA from 20 humans’); on the VTR2A from the EBI Gene expression atlas
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home)55,56. We list the four top tissues where each receptor had the
highest gene expression levels among all the tissues tested.

Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Fig. 1: Microsynteny manual analysis for OT and VT genes. Colors denote
orthologous genes. Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of
exons and a longer syntenic window, are in Supplementary Table 4a. Dark red shading, the gene
never evolved in that lineage.
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Supplementary Fig. 2: Microsynteny manual analysis for OTR. Colors denote orthologous genes.
Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of exons and a longer
syntenic window, are in Supplementary Table 4b.

Supplementary Fig. 3: Microsynteny manual analysis for VTR1A. Colors denote orthologous
genes. Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of exons and a
longer syntenic window, are in Supplementary Table 4c.
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Supplementary Fig. 4: Microsynteny manual analysis for VTR1B. Colors denote orthologous
genes. Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of exons and a
longer syntenic window, are in Supplementary Table 4d. Dark red shading, the gene never evolved in
that lineage; light red shading, loss of the VTR1B gene.
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Supplementary Fig. 5: Microsynteny manual analysis for VTR2A. Colors denote orthologous
genes. Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of exons and a
longer syntenic window, are in Supplementary Table 4c. Light red shading, loss of the VTR2A gene.

Supplementary Fig. 6: Microsynteny manual analysis for VTR2B. Colors denote orthologous
genes. Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of exons and a
longer syntenic window, are in Supplementary Table 4b. Light red shading, loss of the VTR2B gene.

Supplementary Fig. 7: Microsynteny manual analysis for VTR2C. Colors denote orthologous
genes. Detailed versions of the data with accession IDs, location, aliases, number of exons and a
longer syntenic window, are in Supplementary Tables 4e. Dark red shading, the gene never evolved in
that lineage; light red shading, loss of a gene.
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